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Abstract—Congestion control is vastly important in computer
networks. Arising naturally from the bursty nature of Internet
traffic, congestion plagues not only the network edge, but
also the network core. Many remedies have been proposed to
fight congestion; active queue management (AQM) is one such
proposal. AQM seeks to prevent congestion by actively avoiding
it.
Some queuing disciplines such as Random Early Detection
(RED) will prematurely drop a random packet (with some
probability) when the queue nears capacity to signal the sender
to back off. However, RED utilizes queue length as a mechanism
to indicate congestion. On the other hand, the Controlled Delay
(CoDel) queuing discipline uses queuing delay as an indication
of congestion.
The problem with both RED and CoDel are that they indis-
criminately treat all packets the same. Normally implemented
using a FIFO queue, CoDel simply enqueues and dequeues
packets in a first-come, first-served manner. Priority queuing
can be carefully utilized to selectively service packets utilizing
the very same metric CoDel uses for AQM, queuing delay. That
said, Least Slack Time First (LSTF), a multi-processor scheduling
algorithm employs priority scheduling, which coincidentally, is
also based on delay.
In the context of computer networks LSTF can be applied in
the control plane or in the data plane. At the control plane, LSTF
functions across the entire network, but in doing so requires all
intermediary routers to implement it; LSTF also requires support
at the packet level in terms of a slack entry. Within the data
plane, LSTF can be implemented as a queuing mechanism based
on delay spent in the router (just like CoDel AQM). This paper
applies data plane level LSTF to CoDel AQM to enable delay-
based packet classification within the confines of the CoDel AQM
algorithm.
Index Terms—Communication networks, Packet switching,
Packet loss, Quality of service, Scheduling algorithms
I. INTRODUCTION
Bufferbloat is a major contributor to congestion in the
Internets network core. While high-traffic links and expensive
switching devices can help with bufferbloat, the heart of the
issue lies with the queuing algorithms employed on switch-
ing devices. Much time and money has been spent finding
new ways to fight bufferbloat, however, the key to fighting
bufferbloat lies with cooperation with the transport layer in
end-hosts and the network and data link layers in intermediary
switching devices.
An interesting mechanism (not necessarily geared towards
congestion control or avoidance) requiring support both at the
transport and network layers is Least Slack Time First (LSTF).
LSTF is implemented network wide and provides prioritized
packet service based on the time needed for a packet to reach a
destination host from the sending host. This time is known as
’slack’ and is accounted for at each intermediary router, where
packets with the least slack time receive priority service. This
mechanism can be adapted for use with congestion avoidance
mechanisms to provide priority service to packets that would
otherwise be unfairly dropped due to congestion.
The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is one of two
primary protocols used within the transport layer of the
modern Internet architecture. Introduced in [1], TCP provides
all of the functionality that the User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
does not. Specifically TCP provides reliable, in-order delivery
of packets at the expense of increased packet overhead, and
implementation complexity. TCP also provides congestion
control through the use of observed feedback of the network as
well as explicit feedback from intermediary switching devices
and the destination host. One of the mechanisms by which
TCP does this is through round-trip time estimation. This
estimation is tied to the TCP send window and is used to
help prevent the protocol from overwhelming the network and
the destination host.
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) is an extension to
the network layer Internet Protocol (IP) that allows ECN aware
routers to provide congestion avoidance. ECN has a simple
implementation but requires the modification of IP packet
headers to enable the use of an ECN bit. When a router
supporting ECN receives a packet and detects congestion,
rather than dropping the packet, it will set the ECN bit and
send a response back to the sender. The packet is forwarded to
the next router (which hopefully is also ECN aware) which is
then made aware that it should expect congestion. Meanwhile,
the sender will reduce its sending rate upon receiving the
congestion notification from the router that first set the ECN
bit. An alternative to ECN that does not depend on multiple
routers implementing ECN functionality is Random Early
Detection (RED).
RED is an AQM queuing discipline that utilizes queue
length as a means to gauge congestion. RED operates in three
stages determined via a window on queue length using a
minimum and maximum threshold. In the first stage, RED
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operates like any other queuing discipline, packets arrive
and eventually receive service. The second stage is reached
when the queue length meets the minimum threshold, packets
are marked with some sliding probability that is dependent
on queue length. Finally, once the queue length meets the
maximum threshold, RED enters into the third stage. In this
stage, RED will always mark at least one packet to indicate
congestion. This stage is reached when the queue length meets
some maximum threshold. RED routers (or gateways as they
are called in [2] are an effective AQM mechanism, however,
queue length is not always a reliable measure of congestion,
as will be discussed.
Building on top of ECN and RED, Nichols, Jacobson, Mc-
Gregor, and Iyengar introduce the Controlled Delay (CoDel)
AQM packet scheduling algorithm [3] to help fight bufferbloat.
CoDel narrows the scope of controlling delay to within the
switching device itself. CoDel lets so-called ”sojourn time”
(the time a packet spends in the switching device) indicate
whether congestion is occurring or not i.e. whether the current
queue is a bad queue or a good queue. CoDel serves as one of
the two primary components of LSTFCoDel, the other being
Least Slack Time First.
Least Slack Time First (LSTF), originally conceived in
[4], is a multi-processor scheduling algorithm for jointly
scheduling tasks on systems with multiple physical processors.
The major idea behind LSTF is so-called ”slack time”. Slack
time is employed by the algorithm in a priority fashion to
determine which tasks execute in what order. When a process
first enters the system, it is assigned an amount of estimated
slack time. This slack time is then decreased by the amount
of time the process spends as the running process on each
processor. This mechanism is easily portable to the realm of
computer networks, and can be used to build fair local area
networks as shown in [5]. Within the context of LSTFCoDel, I
employ it as the main driver for prioritizing CoDel. However,
the determination of what slack means within a single router,
comes from TCP.
II. RELATED WORKS
A. Transmission Control Protocol
The transmission control protocol (TCP) is highly influential
in the design of LSTFCoDel. TCP is used by end hosts at the
transport layer for reliable, in-order transmission and receival
of packets. This will not be a thorough discussion of TCP,
readers interested in the protocol are directed to [1]. For the
interests of this paper, we are specifically interested in classical
TCP RTT estimation as defined in [6]. Given an α value in the
range of [0, 1]. The formula for estimating RTT by “Eq. (1)”.
γ = (1− α) ∗ γ + α ∗ δ (1)
where γ and δ are the estimated RTT and sample RTT
respectively.
The strength in this formula is that it considers both
historic RTT as well as sampled RTT. This formula has been
thoroughly researched since the inception of TCP and its use
in computer networking is highly proliferate. This formula is
employed by LSTFCoDel in estimating the average slack time
per packet.
The application of this formula to the problem of estimating
switching device level slack time provides several advantages:
• Slack time is only dependent on whats going on at the
device itself. Slack time is completely independent of
whats going on with the rest of the network.
• This formula allows slack time to take into consideration
current delay as well as historical delay experienced at
the device.
• No proof of the success of this formula is necessary, its
success is already proven through its use in TCP as well
as various other networking protocols and applications.
ECN is a transmission control protocol (TCP) modification
that marks packets with an ECN flag. ECN allows networks to
respond to congestion without needing to explicitly drop pack-
ets. With ECN, it is the routers responsibility to decide whether
a packet should have its ECN flag set or not. According to
her experiments with ECN in [7], Sally Floyd states that ”For
TCP, the receipt of a single ECN (e.g., a single Source Quench
packet, or a single packet with the ECN bit set) should trigger
a response to congestion.” The switching device passes ECN
packets along just like non-ECN packets. The exception being
that when congestion occurs, ECN packets are not dropped by
the router, they are intentionally forwarded to the receiver to
signal that congestion is imminent.
B. Least Slack Time First
Least Slack Time First (LSTF) introduced in [4], is a priority
scheduling discipline that has been shown in [5] to viably
replay many different scheduling algorithms. As described
in [4], LSTF was originally indented to provide scheduling
for multi-processor systems. The reader is urged to make
the distinction that multi-processor system refers to a system
with multiple physical processors not a single processor with
multiple logical cores.
As stated in [5], we can adopt an approach for slack
in computer networks where we define slack as either an
observed or estimated transmission time between the source
host and the intended receiving host. This slack time is then
appended to the outgoing packets header before departure
from the source host. As the packet works its way through
the network, each router decrements the slack value by the
queuing delay. In this way, it is ensured that packets with the
Least Slack Time First receive service. This sense works fine
in constrained environments such as LAN environments where
the network can be more easily controlled, however, for larger
networks this brings into discussion two fundamental issues:
1) Packets must carry the slack time for LSTF to function.
2) Intermediate devices in the route from sender to receiver
must implement the LSTF algorithm.
It should be inferred that the receiver does not need to
implement LSTF for the system to function.
This definition of network wide slack time comes from
[5]. It is an excellent scheme for smaller, more controlled
networks, however, as shown, it has little practical use in
real-world computer networks due to the two aforementioned
problems. If a micro approach is taken with regard to slack
time, then both problems become defunct. That is, implement
LSTF not in the control plane (creating dependency issues
in the process), but in the data plane. With this notion, slack
exists within the confines of switching devices that need not be
dependent on packets carrying slack time across the network
or other routers implementing the LSTF scheduling algorithm.
There are several alternative metrics that could constitute
slack time within switching devices, but the most intuitive is to
allow the queuing delay to stand as slack time. However, due to
congestion and other factors that affect queuing delay, a static
assignment of slack time based on observed queuing delay
is incorrect. In this paper, I present a method for determining
slack time that is derived from estimating queuing delay using
both observed delay as well as past delays experienced at the
switching device.
C. Random Early Detection (RED)
Random Early Detection (RED) is a queuing discipline
first introduced by Sally Floyd and Van Jacobson in [2].
Routers that implement the RED queuing discipline are known
colloquially as ’RED gateways’. RED is a form of AQM
that maintains a sliding window of allowable congestion,
based on queue length. The lower bound of this window
indicates the point where RED will start marking packets with
some probability. The upper bound indicates the point where
RED will transition into dropping state. Once crossed, RED
will mark the next packet received with 100% probability to
immediately indicate congestion.
Throughout its operation, RED maintains an average queue
size, which according to Floyd and Jacobson in [2], ”The RED
congestion control mechanisms monitor the average queue size
for each output queue, and, using randomization, choose con-
nections to notify of that congestion. Transient congestion is
accommodated by a temporary increase in the queue. Longer-
lived congestion is reflected by an increase in the computed
average queue size, and results in randomized feedback to
some of the connections to decrease their windows.” If the
average queue size falls within some sliding window, then a
packet is marked to be dropped with a certain probability (to
be discussed later). If the average queue size falls outside the
upper bound of the window, then the next received packet is
always marked.
A theoretical explanation of RED is not necessary, however,
it is worth it to mention how RED updates its average queue
size as it is similar to the mechanism used to update estimated
RTT in TCP. As described by Floyd and Jacobson in [2],
upon packet arrival, the average queue size is calculated
as:
if the queue is nonempty then
avg ← (1− wq) ∗ avg + wq ∗ q
else
m← f(time− q time)
avg ← (1− wq)m ∗ avg
end if
Where avg is the average queue length, q is the current queue
size, wq is a fixed queue weight, time is the current time,
q time is the time the queue entered idle state, and f(t) is a
linear time function.
Notably, we see that if the queue is not empty, RED will
update the average queue length to some percentage of the
historical queue length plus some percentage of the current
observed queue length. This equation is identical to that
used to update estimated RTT for classical TCP. It is also
worth mentioning that the minimum and maximum thresholds
used to determine the sliding marking window for RED are
determined from the average queue length.
Additionally, Floyd and Jacobson point out that the proper
selection of wq is paramount to the success of RED in
detecting and controlling congestion. If wq is too low, then
avg will respond too slowly to changes in the queue size.
Conversely, if wq is too high, then RED will fail to detect and
filter temporary congestion in the gateway. Floyd also provides
a derivation for both of these bounds, but the discussion of
such are outside the realm of this paper. Interested readers are
deferred to [2].
D. Controlled-Delay AQM
The Controlled-Delay (CoDel) active queue management
(AQM) algorithm formally defined in RFC 8289 [3] by
Nichols et al. is a congestion control focused queuing dis-
cipline designed to fight the persistently full buffer problem
(bufferbloat). Bufferbloat is a serious problem in today’s
computer networks that has only worsened with the prevalence
of software-as-a-service (SaaS) and streaming websites. Irre-
gardless of bandwidth, if congestion is left unchecked, delay
will grow unbounded causing bandwidth to become irrelevant.
According to [3], CoDel was designed with five goals in
mind:
• Make AQM parameterless for normal operation, with no
knobs for operators, users, or implementers to adjust.
• Be able to distinguish ”good” queue from ”bad” queue
and treat them differently, that is, keep delay low while
permitting necessary bursts of traffic.
• Control delay while insensitive (or nearly so) to round-
trip delays, link rates, and traffic loads; this goal is to ”do
no harm” to network traffic while controlling delay.
• Adapt to dynamically changing link rates with no nega-
tive impact on utilization.
• Allow simple and efficient implementation (can easily
span the spectrum from low-end access points and home
routers up to high-end router hardware).
So how does CoDel actually control delay without de-
pending on parameters outside of the routers control? This
is done purely from the context of packet-in, packet-out, that
is, control of delay is handled exclusively through queuing
delay (known as sojourn time within the confines of CoDel).
Additionally, CoDel employs a set-point as well as a state-
space controller for maintaining state of the algorithm.
Under normal operation, CoDel acts very much like a FIFO
queue (in fact, CoDel is a FIFO queue). Packets enter the
switching device, are marked with an entry time, and are sent
into the devices statistical multiplexer. Packets are serviced
in the order they arrived. It is worth describing CoDel’s
dequeuing operation, as that is where the heart of CoDel lies.
During the dequeue operation, CoDel’s state-space con-
troller must differentiate whether the queue is in a ”good”
state or in a ”bad” state. Remember the sojourn time and the
set-point mentioned earlier? These two factors are employed to
determine if the queue is in ”good” state or ”bad” state. Queue
congestion is observed from the sojourn time. The reason
sojourn time makes a good metric for congestion is rather
intuitive. When packets enter the queue they are time-stamped.
That time-stamp is then compared to a time-stamp of when
the packet is dequeued. The difference indicates the delay the
packet experienced in queue (the sojourn time). As congestion
increases, the delay per packet will reflexively increase in turn,
naturally indicating congestion.
Once the observed sojourn time becomes larger than the
target set-point mentioned earlier, CoDel enters into a dropping
state via an estimator function. In dropping state, CoDel’s
controller will drop packets until it learns an appropriate
response to the traffic generating the congestion. This learned
response is stored in what CoDel calls the ”next drop time”.
The next drop time is according to [3], ”... [a] stochastic
gradient learning procedure [that] is the core of CoDel’s
control loop (the gradient exists because a drop always reduces
the (instantaneous) queue, so an increasing drop rate always
moves the system ”down” toward no persistent queue, regard-
less of traffic mix).” CoDel’s next drop time increases slowly
to prevent over-dropping and guarantee dissipation of the
persistent queue. Conversely, the next drop time ”is decreased
in inverse proportion to the square root of the number of
drops since the drop state was entered...” This relationship
allows CoDel to service packets in FIFO fashion with normal
congestion, while still allowing for bursty traffic.
It should be noted that CoDel’s estimator function is not
without error. According to [3], when CoDel initially drops a
packet due to the sojourn time crossing the target, CoDel will
over-drop if the RTT (interval) and the target value are a longer
time period then when the next drop actually happens. The
cause of this is inherent congestion delays within the router. In
practice, CoDel handles this by setting the drop times spacing
to the estimator functions interval.
CoDel has been very successful in the field. It was originally
implemented in the Linux kernel back in 2012 and has
spawned many derivatives including [8] and [9]. The most no-
table of which is Stochastic Flow Queuing Codel (sfqCoDel)
which employs flow queuing with deficit round robin (DRR)
over a number of CoDel bins to appropriately service packets
based on flow id. Packets enter the system and are hashed
into a configurable number of bins based on several pieces of
information in the packet header including the flow id. Due to
the newness of the algorithm implementations of sfqCoDel in
switching devices are rare, although thorough research exists
backing sfqCoDel within the Network Simulator 2 (NS-2)
environment.
III. METHODOLOGY
LSTFCoDel as the name implies combines techniques from
the LSTF and CoDel queuing disciplines. From LSTF, LST-
FCoDel derives the mechanism used to enqueue and dequeue
packets. In terms of active queue management, LSTFCoDel
and CoDel function identically, as such, I refer the reader
to the CoDel discussion in the related works section. The
major difference between LSTFCoDel and CoDel is the way
the queue handles enqueuing and dequeuing under normal
conditions.
As mentioned prior, LSTF maintains a slack time entry
within the packet header to service packets with the least
slack time first. It has already been shown that LSTF works
extremely well in theory and simulation [4] and [5], however,
on large networks, LSTF quickly becomes impractical. For
LSTF to properly function, each intermediate router must
implement the LSTF algorithm. This is paramount, as the
slack value is set to the estimated time from the source to the
receiver at the ingress of the network. Each intermediate router
updates the slack value of a received packet upon egress from
the router to its prior value minus the time spent in the router.
The backing queue services packets in a priority manner with
the packets with the least slack time being serviced first.
LSTFCoDel allows the notion of slack time to be adhered
to (in a slightly altered fashion) without:
1) Requiring every router in the route implement LSTF.
and
2) Modifying packet headers to accommodate slack time.
Before dealing with LSTFCoDel in depth, it is imperative to
become familiar with the symbology that represents important
parameters of the LSTFCoDel AQM algorithm. These symbols
are listed in “Table I”.
TABLE I
LSTFCODEL PARAMETERS
Symbol Meaning
α LSTFCoDel’s forgetfulness factor
β Current Delay Experienced
γ LSTFCoDel’s average slack
 LSTFCoDel’s packet priority
LSTFCoDel is a priority queuing mechanism featuring
CoDel AQM. Packets are classified upon ingress into the router
using the average slack value as given by “Eq. 2”.
γ = (1 – α) ∗ γ + α ∗ β (2)
Knowing γ allows us to identify LSTFCoDels classifier
function. The classifier function is given by “Eq. 3”.
 =
{
0 γ = 0
1
1+γ otherwise
(3)
Understandably, γ has the potential to be zero but it will
never be less than zero. The classifier function uses an inverse
of γ because we want to give preference to packets that
become delayed due to temporary congestion. Additionally,
one is added to γ to ensure that the priority is calculated
correctly. Assuming no excessive delays are present, γ will
tend to fall in the range [0, 1]. Under normal conditions i.e.
no congestion, LSTFCoDel will continue to function normally,
largely servicing packets in the order they arrive.
β
α represents what I have dubbed as LSTFCoDel’s forget-
fulness factor. It is employed by LSTFCoDel to determine
the influence current slack time and the next estimated drop
time have on the new slack time. If everything is fine with the
router and no congestion occurs (implying CoDel has not been
activated), then the estimated drop time will persistently be 0.
After CoDel’s drop next parameter is utilized to update the
slack value, it is then reset to 0 to prevent it from erroneously
influencing the next slack update. This has no effect on the
performance of CoDel, as CoDel does not depend on past
values of its drop next parameter for future dequeue decisions.
γ is LSTFCoDel’s average slack value. The slack seen
here is different from the slack value seen in [reference to
leung here]. The slack defined in the aforementioned paper
is determined at the ingress of the packet into the network
and decremented at each intermediate router until the packet
reaches the destination host. This is in contrast to the slack
defined by LSTFCoDel. Here, we let slack be a combination
of the expected and observed delay packets face in the queue.
The most important feature of slack in this definition is that
slack is adaptive. Slack adapts to congestion so it functions in
concert with CoDel.
 is LSTFCoDels calculated priority value. This value
is determined when a packet enqueues and determines the
packets dequeue order. Because  is calculated using delay
history as well as current delay, it slides around based on
congestion level.  is heavily influenced by α. An alpha value
that is too low or too high incurs issues with the dequeing
operation. Part of this research involves determining an initial
best value for  from intense simulation and statistical analysis.
If  is accurate of actual delay, then LSTFCoDel will dequeue
otherwise heavily delayed packets due to congestion.
With a thorough understanding of the inner workings of
LSTFCoDel, I can now provide the motivation behind its
development. As stated, under normal, non-congestion con-
ditions, CoDel just like a FIFO queue while LSTFCoDel
approximates a FIFO queue. The reason LSTFCoDel approx-
imates a FIFO queue is because of subtle variations in delay
experienced both at and on the way to the switching device.
These delays will slightly alter the priority assigned to each
packet. The only way LSTFCoDel will function as a FIFO
queue is if each packet is assigned exactly the same priority
upon entering the switching device.
When congestion occurs, CoDel and LSTFCoDel will func-
tion exactly in the manner described in the subsection on
CoDel in the related works section above. However, since
CoDel is merely a FIFO queue, all packets will be treated
the same regardless, meaning packets that enqueue when the
switching device is already suffering from congestion are
likely to be dropped. This is unavoidable really, partially
because of the way CoDels AQM functions, but also because
there is no more buffer space available. Packets that survive
CoDels dropping state are on average much more likely to
experience longer queuing delay than those that were already
in the front of the queue (because of the FIFO principle at
work).
This is undesirable; should packets be delayed more because
of network facets outside of their control? This does not have
to be the case. LSTFCoDel employs a priority queue, where
each packets priority is based on the average delay experience
by packets in the system. Under congestion, arriving packets
will be assigned a priority value that is much lower than
those already in the queue. When congestion settles down, the
average queuing delay will become more stable, therefore the
priorities assigned to incoming packets will be more tightly
grouped.
By weighting packet departure, LSTFCoDel ensures that
otherwise heavily delayed packets receive service ahead of
time. This ensures that the average queuing delay does not
grow excessively large (as would happen in CoDel due to
the FIFO queue). FIFO queues always service packets in the
order they arrive. If congestion occurs, then as a consequence
packets that arrive during congestion will always be heavily
delayed. This overall produces the net effect of LSTFCoDel
having on average less queuing delay than CoDel, which in
turn affects other network factors such as RTT.
IV. DATA GATHERING AND ANALYSIS
Before discussing LSTFCodel methods and results, I would
like to explain the base case, CoDel. As stated, the primary
motivator of LSTFCoDel is to provide equitable service in
times of congestion. Remember that CoDel (and most other
AQM methods) indiscrimantely treat all packets the same
when congestion occurs. That is they drop arriving packets.
Should these packets be dropped? Is it fair to drop them?
These are some of the questions I seek to answer with this
research.
This will not be a platform for the politics of packet
scheduling, merely, I aim to provide a scheduling mechanism
with sliding equity. In times of congestion, prioritize packets
that will be immediately dropped; without congestion, func-
tion normally. In between, the algorithm should selectively
prioritize packets based on observed and historical queuing
performance. Anyway, on to CoDel.
Both CoDel and LSTFCoDel were tested in identical con-
ditions with an identical run time of 259,200 seconds or three
days. That said, metrics on CoDel’s simulation are given in
“Table II”:
Likewise, the queue length metrics for CoDel are given
in “Table III”. Note that for both CoDel and LSTFCoDel
the maximum transmission unit (MTU) of all links in the
TABLE II
CODEL PACKET DELAY STATISTICS
Metric Result
Mean 0.03532900 seconds
Variance 5.2169810−06 seconds
Std. Dev. 0.00228407 seconds
simulation is 1,500 bytes in correspondence with Ether-
net. For CoDel, the results in the previously mentioned
table indicate that CoDel had on average approximately
7593.77bytes/1500bytes ≈ 5 packets in the queue. The
variance and standard deviation show that CoDel experienced
a wide range of queue length indicating varying levels of
congestion.
TABLE III
CODEL QUEUE LENGTH STATISTICS
Metric Result
Mean 7,593.77 bytes
Variance 557,311 bytes
Std. Dev. 746.532 bytes
Do note that these metrics (and those presented in the fol-
lowing sections) were calculated using the method described
by J. Cook (and originally proposed by Knuth) in [10]. These
values were computed across the entire population of the data
set for the respective algorithm. In a future section, we will
perform hypothesis testing using normalized distributions of
this data that are computed from these metrics (via the Central
Limit Theorem).
LSTFCoDel was implemented within the Network
Simulator 2 (NS-2) network simulation environment, the
source code for which is indicated in [11]. LSTFCoDel’s
implementation acts on its own without any need to modify
other NS-2 classes. It is an entirely plug-n-play module (just
like CoDel). There are a few quirks to this implementation
that are worth mentioning here. They are largely due to my
own issues working with the NS2 source code in relation
to the lack of proper developer documentation within the
environment itself. The major decisions made regarding
LSTFCoDel’s implementation are as follows:
• LSTFCoDel’s priority queue mechanism is implemented
as an STL multimap. This restricts enqueuing to the run-
time exhibited by multimap’s insertion routine, however,
because the multimap maintains ordering, dequeuing is
always on the order of
O(1)
since dequeuing always pulls the first element from the
multimap.
• Because of the way queues are traditionally implemented
in NS-2, the introduction of the multimap to maintain
priority queuing leads to a shadowing of every packet in
the system. This implementation carefully accounts for
the shadowing, so no packets are left in either the queue
or multimap. Just be aware that the space requirements
for LSTFCoDel in this implementation are on the order
of
O(n2)
where n is the number of packets in the queue.
• LSTFCoDel utilizes NS-2’s PacketQueue class as the
backing queue for buffering packets. PacketQueue allows
for arbitrary removal of packets based on the packet
itself through the use its remove method. If the packet
is not found in the queue, the simulation is forced to
abort. This method is used to support priority queuing as
opposed to using the deque method of PacketQueue. As
a consequence of sequentially searching for the packet
to remove as opposed to removing the last packet, this
functionality operates on the order of
O(n)
where n is the number of packets in the queue. This
is an obvious trade-off for not implementing my own
priority queue in NS-2 (although I did try), the impacts
of which are noted in the drawbacks and future works
section.
The simulation script may be found at the same site the NS-2
implementation is available from. The simulation is run seven
times with the following values for α: 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5,
0.625, 0.75, 0.875. As with CoDel, each simulation is run for
a total of 259200 seconds or three days. The topology for the
simulation is as follows:
Fig. 1. NS-2 Simulation Topology
The preceding topology consists of two client machines
’Client A’ and ’Client B’ and one server ’Server A’ connected
to the same router ’Router A’. Client A generates file transfer
protocol (FTP) traffic over TCP and is connected to Router
A over a 2Mbps link. Client B generates constant bit rate
(CBR) traffic over the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and is
connected to Router A over a 1.5Mbps link. Finally, Server
A is connected to Router A over a 1.7Mbps link. These
parameters were carefully chosen to balance CoDel between
dropping and non-dropping state. It should also be mentioned
that both File Transfer Protocol (FTP) starts at time = 0 and
Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic starts at time = 300 and run
per the length of the simulation.
Prior to this simulation I attempted to design a simulation
in NS-2 with N clients and N servers where each client would
have a percentage chance to be a TCP client or a UDP client.
Each client would be randomly connected to a server (so it was
possible for some servers to have multiple clients, and some to
have none). The simulation itself was configured for a number
of transfer rounds where each client would be assigned a time
window within each round to where it would transmit traffic
to its assigned server.
I ended up abandoning this simulation for the following
reasons:
• As mentioned, there were some servers who received
traffic from multiple sources, while some received traffic
from none.
• The script was difficult to maintain as it was written
in Tool Command Language (TCL) per NS-2 which
becomes cumbersome with larger programs.
• The randomized nature of the script made it difficult to
generate repeatable results.
• NS-2 finds it difficult to cope with many different events
scheduled at roughly the same time. Most of the time,
when running the script, NS-2 would error out because
of a seemingly present timing error regarding same client
transmission scheduling.
The simplified topology presented in this paper eliminates
these issues and makes the resultant data-set far easier to
analyze.
The following discussions provide statistical insight into
both CoDel and LSTFCoDel. A few notes must be taken into
consideration when digesting the following sections:
• There is a single control for CoDel. In any statistical tests
that follow, LSTFCoDel is compared solely against it.
• Statistical metrics are computed across the enitre pop-
ulation. Population sizes are not the same and are quite
large. Using the Central Limit Theorem it is thus possible
to generate normally distributed samples of which tests
can then be performed against.
• All simulations, both CoDel and LSTFCoDel were run
with the exact same parameters for the exact same amount
of time with the exact same parameters for all clients,
traffic generators, and the CoDel AQM algorithm.
A. LSTFCoDel Queue Length, Delay, and Slack
Queue length is normally used as both a metric for conges-
tion as well as a means to determine the effectiveness of a
queuing discipline. Good queuing disciplines should be able
to handle bursty internet traffic while allowing for constant
streaming traffic as is done with [3]. I provide queue length
statistics for LSTFCoDel for all values of α tested in this paper
in “Table!IV””.
The results in “Table IV”” are indicative of lower average
queue length than CoDel, however, the variance and standard
deviation are much higher than CoDel indicating queue length
TABLE IV
QUEUE LENGTH STATISTICS FOR LSTFCODEL α LEVELS
Forgetfulness (α) Avg. (bytes) Var. (bytes) Std. Dev. (bytes)
0.125 1,598.87 4.10871 ∗ 106 2,026.99
0.250 1,512.69 3.77956 ∗ 106 1,944.11
0.375 1,754.56 6.82233 ∗ 106 2,611.96
0.500 1,370.88 3.20691 ∗ 106 1,790.78
0.625 1,722.86 5.21144 ∗ 106 2,282.86
0.750 1,608.45 4.15869 ∗ 106 2,039.29
0.875 1,682.16 3.46629 ∗ 106 1,861.80
jumped up and down a lot more than CoDel. CoDel may
display overall higher queue length than LSTFCoDel but at
least as far as this particular implementation is concerned,
LSTFCoDel is far less stable. The same story is replayed for
delay over time.
Delay over time is an important metric to measure for
LSTFCoDel. Recall that CoDel directly employs delay in
its congestion avoidance mechanism; while LSTFCoDel uses
delay to determine packet priority. In this section, I present a
statistical analysis of delay over time as well as a comparison
to the CoDel control simulation. “Table V” shows standard
statistical metrics for LSTFCoDel given all α values tested in
this research. These metrics include the mean, variance, and
standard deviation.
TABLE V
DELAY STATISTICS FOR LSTFCODEL α LEVELS
Forgetfulness (α) Avg. (s) Var. (s) Std. Dev. (s)
0.125 0.01051590 0.000713601 0.0267133
0.250 0.00984854 0.000736556 0.0271396
0.375 0.01158550 0.001640950 0.0405087
0.500 0.00859185 0.000328906 0.0181358
0.625 0.01101150 0.000932091 0.0305302
0.750 0.01051490 0.000859984 0.0293255
0.875 0.01128840 0.000844949 0.0290680
Several conclusions can be drawn from “Table V”. First,
the average delay experienced with LSTFCoDel is always less
than the average delay experienced within CoDel. Second, The
variance or spread of delay is much higher with LSTFCoDel.
Third, LSTFCoDel’s standard deviation is higher than CoDel.
These results and their implications will be discussed in turn.
First, the conclusion that LSTFCoDel has lower delay than
CoDel was expected. CoDel employs a FIFO queue. When
congestion occurs, packets become increasingly delayed at
the end of the queue (until they are eventually dropped, or
congestion relieves). This is a major drawback to using a FIFO
queue. delay is not equitably shared across packets, those in
back receive the most delay.
Swapping the FIFO queue for a priority queue and utilizing
an appropriate priority function allows LSTFCoDel to equi-
tably disperse delay across packets. When congestion is low
or none, the average slack time will eventually level out and
dequeing will occur the same as a FIFO queue. As congestion
builds, the priority level will increase in turn. Arriving packets
will have increased priority over packets already in the queue
(note this behavior emerges as a result of slack time). This is
in stark contrast to the FIFO queue used by CoDel.
The second and third points presented above can be dis-
cussed together, as one depends on the other. Variance and
standard deviation are tied to the stability of the backing queue
employed by the queuing discipline. CoDel employs a FIFO
queue which are inherently stable queues. Delay does not jump
around because enqueues always occur at the end of the queue
and dequeues always occur at the front of the queue.
On the other hand, priority queues are much less stable.
Assuming enqueues still occur at the end of the queue (as
seen in LSTFCoDels implementation), dequeues jump around
the queue. Priority queues are really only stable if the priority
function produces stable values. If each successive iteration
of the function produces an output of high variance to the
prior output, then the queue will become unstable. In terms of
LSTFCoDel, as long as congestion does not occur, the priority
function will produce stable values leading to a stable queue.
“Table VI” shows the mean, variance, and standard devi-
ation of the slack time for each value of α tested over the
course of this research. Similar to the statistics presented in
“Table V”, the variance and standard deviation of the slack
time is quite large. This is to be expected given that slack
time attempts to predict expected queuing delay.
TABLE VI
SLACK STATISTICS FOR LSTFCODEL α LEVELS
Forgetfulness (α) Avg. (s) Var. (s) Std. Dev. (s)
0.125 0.00703307 0.000136175 0.0116694
0.250 0.00677347 0.000203010 0.0142482
0.375 0.00895621 0.000665736 0.0258019
0.500 0.00509139 0.000113650 0.0106607
0.625 0.00770287 0.000433476 0.0208201
0.750 0.00742405 0.000457980 0.0214005
0.875 0.00816796 0.000540324 0.0232449
However, much like with “Table V”, “Table VI” does not
provide me with any additional information on deciding which
α value is best for LSTFCoDel. However, the α value of 0.5
does coincide with having the lowest mean of all alpha values,
just like in “Table V”. These results indicate that slack time
is at least approximating actual delay in the right direction,
although it is not exact.
B. Comparing CoDel and LSTFCoDel
This section will provide evidence to support the hypothesis
that LSTFCoDel produces shorter average queuing delay than
CoDel. Because the data set for this experiment was too large
(billions of data points) to load into memory on my machine,
I instead made the decision to generate sample data in R [12]
using the population data for CoDel as well as the population
data for LSTFCoDel (where α=0.5). Statistical tests were
computed using the Basic Statistics and Data Analysis package
(BSDA) [13]. The distribution was assumed to be normal on
the basis of the Central Limit Theorem. Finally, the sample
size was n = 500 for both the CoDel sample and LSTFCoDel
sample.
As both samples are normally distributed, this allowed for
the use of the t-test. The t-test presented here was conducted
under the following parameters:
1) The t-test is a two-sample t-test for a difference between
two means with unequal variances (Welch t-test).
2) The sample size, n is 500 for both samples.
3) µ1 is the mean of the CoDel sample and µ2 is the mean
of the LSTFCoDel sample.
4) The null hypothesis is that µ1 − µ2 = 0.
5) The alternative hypothesis is that µ1 − µ2 > 0.
6) The t-test was conducted with an α value of 0.05.
TABLE VII
ONE-SIDED WELSH T-TEST FOR CODEL AND LSTFCODEL
(FORGETFULNESS = 0.5)
Statistic Value
T-Statistic 32.774
Degrees of Freedom 513.92
P-Value < 2.2 ∗ 10−16
95% CI Lower Bound 0.02595785
95% CI Upper Bound ∞
Under normal conditions, the results displayed in “Ta-
ble VII”. would be considered highly abnormal by most
statisticians. However, I refer the reader to “Table II” and
“Table V”. The difference between the average mean for
CoDel and LSTFCoDel is approximately 70% for each for-
getfulness value. An obvious issue that arises here is the
difference in variance and standard deviation between the two
algorithms. This difference fundamentally arises as a result of
CoDel employing a FIFO queue and LSTFCoDel employing
a priority queue (discussed thoroughly in earlier sections).
TABLE VIII
F-TEST FOR COMPARISON OF TWO VARIANCES FOR CODEL AND
LSTFCODEL (FORGETFULNESS = 0.5)
Statistic Value
F-Statistic 0.014954
Numerator DoF 499
Denominator DoF 499
P-Value < 2.2 ∗ 10−16
95% CI Lower Bound 0.01254431
95% CI Upper Bound 0.01782548
The reader may find themselves asking, ”Why didn’t he
perform statistical tests on queue length or slack time?” The
answer is quite simple. First, I am only concerned with com-
paring the average delay over time of CoDel and LSTFCoDel.
The queue length is provided to further elaborate on the
situation that is happening at both queues. Second, slack time
does not exist in CoDel, thus I have nothing to compare against
with CoDel. Astute observers would note that I do not perform
any correlation testing between delay and slack time. This
is extremely important and could lead to further insight into
which α value is best for LSTFCoDel. However, this particular
aspect is left to future work with a smaller data set.
V. DRAWBACKS AND FUTURE WORK
LSTFCoDel as it is described here does possess some
limitations. First and foremost is that it is not a stable
algorithm. That is, LSTFCoDel’s delay is spread much wider
and possesses a far higher variance than CoDel. However,
as mentioned, the implementation of LSTFCoDel within NS-
2 does not utilize a true priority queue, rather it maintains
CoDels FIFO queue and uses a shadow queue in the form of
a standard template library multimap. The variance in delay
experienced within by LSTFCoDel presented here is likely
due to the time trade-offs needed in the accounting process
between the two queues. For instance, in this implementation
of LSTFCoDel, rather than constant dequeuing on the order of
O(1) (as seen in FIFO), LSTFCoDel must deque linearly on
the order of O(N) (the algorithm must search the FIFO queue
from the beginning for the corresponding packet pulled from
the multimap), incurring a significant penalty. Readers should
be aware of this when analyzing the results for themselves.
Future implementations should use a true priority queue for
LSTFCoDel.
There is at least one other possible solution to fixing LST-
FCoDel’s variance problem. Instead of constantly servicing
the packet with least slack time, I could relax this constraint.
I could allow LSTFCoDel to borrow the three stage AQM
mechanism from RED [2]. That is, in the first stage, act as
LSTF, servicing packets with least slack time. In the second
stage, service the least slack time packet with some probability,
otherwise service the packet with most slack time. Finally,
in the last stage, service the packet with the most slack
time. The motivation here is similar to the motivation for
LSTFCoDel. As the queue builds in size, it is guaranteed that
some packets will be delayed more than others. It is entirely
possible that LSTFCoDel is simply swapping the most heavily
delayed packets from those that arrive with congestion against
those already in queue when congestion first occurs (because
“Eq. (2)” and “Eq. (3)” cause heavily congested packets to be
serviced first).
Of course, this modified version of LSTFCoDel would need
some minimum and maximum threshold to determine which
stage the algorithm is operating in. However, similar to RED,
the transition between stages could be actualized using the
average queuing delay. The only issue with this approach
is that now, average queuing delay is used in two related
calculations: the priority function, and threshold management.
This particular improvement to LSTFCoDel is currently being
investigated by the author.
Recall the enqueuing, dequeuing, and dropping state of
LSTFCoDel as they are dramatically different from CoDel.
When a packet arrives at an LSTFCoDel switching device, a
slack time is determined for the packet based on the slack
function presented in “Eq. (2)”. The inverse of one plus this
slack time is then assigned as the packets priority in the
queue as determined by “Eq. (3)”. Also recall that the primary
determining factors of slack time are historical and observed
delay. These factors all slide around as the queue becomes
congested and decongested. However, once a priority value is
assigned to a packet it does not change. Perhaps LSTFCoDel
should update the priority values of packets in the queue
with each iteration of the algorithm? A definite drawback to
this approach is added overhead in maintaining the priority
invariant. If we change the priority of every packet in the
queue each time a packet is enqueued, then we must also
reorganize the queue or priority mechanism to maintain order.
This introduces additional overhead into the algorithm.
With LSTFCoDel’s dequeue operation, a packet is selected
from the queue with the least slack value (in accordance
with LSTF). This process holds true until the underlying
CoDel control loop detects bad queue and enters into the
packet dropping state. As stated in [3], in packet dropping
state, CoDel should only drop one packet then exit the state.
However, excessive delay will keep CoDel in packet dropping
state until all sources of congestion relieve their sending rates
(if possible, transport protocols like UDP do not care about
congestion). The dequeue operation takes on a different form
when CoDel drops a packet. Instead of dequeuing from the
beginning of the queue (that is, dequeuing the least slack time
packet), LSTFCoDel will drop the packet with the highest
slack time. Additional testing on this mechanism is needed,
as I have not explicitly tested it with this study.
The last major drawback with LSTFCoDel presented in this
paper is that it has only been tested in simulation. To quote
Dr. Ye Zhu of Cleveland State University, ”Its the Internet,
anything can happen!” Testing done in a controlled environ-
ment can only reveal so much. Real world implementation and
testing is needed to validate the intricacies of LSTFCoDel.
VI. CONCLUSION
LSTFCoDel is a versatile algorithm capable of handling
packets both at times of no congestion as well as peak
congestion. Based on the principles of LSTF and building
on top of the CoDel AQM algorithm, LSTFCoDel is able to
provide priority service to packets that need it most. The magic
of LSTFCoDel is that it transparently lives on top of CoDel.
No underlying modifications of CoDel’s control loop logic are
necessary to support the algorithm. Implementations merely
have to provide the slack and priority functions described in
this paper and swap CoDels backing queue with a priority
queue.
I have posed an argument in favor of LSTFCoDel and
its necessity. Additionally, I have provided overwhelming
statistical evidence to the efficacy of LSTFCoDel. Much of this
work builds upon the work outline in [3] and [4]. The intention
of this algorithm is not to replace CoDel. Rather, the work
presented here is intended as an improvement over CoDel
meant to decrease average queuing delay and address service
unfairness when congestion occurs. Outside of congestion
LSTFCoDel should perform just like FIFO (once the average
slack time γ settles). However, it should be noted that until
the variance issues are resolved, LSTFCoDel is inherently less
stable than CoDel (I have provided reasons why that might be
as well as ways to address them).
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